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studied, together witn legends or the great ones or the past.
Ritual music and dances were taught, and music has from
the beginning played a great part in Chinese education:
'Poetry is the expression of earnest thought and singing
is its prolonged utterance', says the Shu-Ching, and the
practice of the eight musical instruments was from the
first a religious affair.1 To make such instruments as pitch-
pipes and bells and gongs of jade requires mathematical
knowledge, and this is shown also in early Chinese
astronomy* These early Chinese had an accurate solar-
lunar calendar; and their astronomy, mingled as it was
with astrological practice, yet involved the use of spheres
and tables for exact observation and calculation.
Archery was carried to a fine art, and long remained an
essential of a gentleman's education. The Liu I or 'Six
Arts' are ritual, music, archery, mathematics, calligraphy,
and surveying or measurement*
In plotting out their lands began the arts of drawing and
painting, in ritual those of music and drama, and in the
decoration of canoes and weapons and of the instruments
of their cult are the roots of that great art of bronze-casting
of which they were soon to become masters. They call the
practice of these arts i-shu or 'the mysteries of art', and
the name sums up their appreciation of technical skill,
and suggests the hereditary craftsman instructed in the
mysteries of his art, Though a man be a genius, unless
he is trained in technique, he cannot express his ideas',
says a Chinese proverb.
In the mastery of the brush for writing or the earlier
knife for incising there was a discipline which was exacting
and educative, and which was to give to Chinese painting
its peculiar verve and freedom.
As to the economic life of those days, we know that the
government was supplied with adequate funds from land-
taxes: under the Hsia each able-bodied man was given
* 'The Chinese are nursed, if not born, to music, married to music, and buried
to music. They worship to music, work to music, sell to music and even study
to music', says Y, R. Chao. (Symposium on Chinese Culture,)

